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Pure Raw Material
StoniteTM Engineered Stone selects pure natural quartz crystal with 
Si02 content reaching 98%. The greater the purity, the harder the 
stone.

More Durable Than Granite
StoniteTM  is 93% natural quartz making it much stronger than 
granite.  It is non-porous, protecting the surface from food and 
beverage stains.  When it comes to performance StoniteTM  resists 
cracks, chips, scratches and stains superior to that of granite and 
other countertop surfaces.

Technology
With our sophisticated laboratories, R+D facilities, and strong 
developmental focus,  StoniteTM aims to cater to every need of 
our customers.  All of this is realized in accordance with StoniteTM   

principle values which include steady growth through continued 
investment in human capital, perfection in product development, 
and commitment to environmental awareness.

With seven unique innovation technologies such as ultra clean 
and bright technology, micro-stone emulsion technology, and 
nanometer modification, we continue investing and  improving to 
be an industry leader.

NSF Certified
StoniteTM has received certification under NSF 51 as a safe ma-
terial for use in areas where food preparation could take place. 
NSF International is an independent, accredited organization that 
tests, audits and certifies products and systems.

10-Year Warranty
StoniteTM Engineered Stone comes with a 10-year warranty.  For 
more information on how to care for your natural quartz surface, 
please visit our website.  
www.stoniteusa.com or email us at 
info@stoniteusa.com
  



POLAR ICE - SQD177 MASSA BIANCO - SQD176 SUGAR - SQD186

ARCTIC GLACIER - SQA078 WHITE AURORA - SQA005 SILVER ORE - SQA075

CREMA LATTE - SQD187 JASPER - SQD188WINDSWEPT - SQA079

NATIVE COPPER - SQA073CARNELIAN - SQD189 LAPIS SAND - SQA068

TROPICAL BROWN - SQA069 FALCON BLACK - SQA074 IRON DOVE - SQA067



StoniteTM quartz is composed of pure,natural quartz; as a result, variance in color, shade and 
pattern is an inherent trait expected of this product. These distinctions add to the products 
authentic look of all quartz surfacing material. Please refer to the sample only as a general 
indication of a particular color’s design pattern, aesthetics and hue.

Please contact your local distributor for slab size availability.

StoniteTM cuarzo está compuesto de cuarzo puro, natural, y como resultado, la variación en el 
color, la sombra y el patrón es un rasgo inherente espera de este producto. Estas distinciones 
se suman a los productos de aspecto auténtico de todo el material de superficies de cuarzo. 
Por favor refiérase a esta muestra sólo como una indicación general del modelo de diseño de 
un color en particular, la estética y el tono.

SLATE - SQD183 CEMENT - SQD184

MOCHA VENICE - SQB114 BLACK AURORA - SQA076 ABSOLUTE BLACK - SQD178

SHALE - SQD185

Cut to size projects and special colors available by request.  
Minimum quantities apply.

Slabs Tiles

Thickness: 
1.2cm / 2cm / 3cm
Size:                 
1420mm x 3050mm - 55” x 120”
1525mm x 3050mm - 60” x 120”
1610mm x 3250mm - 63” x 127”

Thickness:
1.2cm
Size:
30mm x 30mm - 12”x12”
45mm x 45mm - 18”x18”
60mm x 60mm - 24”x24”
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StoniteTM Granite Marble Laminate



www.stoniteusa.com

575 Broadhollow Road (Rt. 110), Farmingdale, NY 11735
www.stoniteusa.com   |   info@stoniteusa.com


